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Case - definition of case by The Free Dictionary case - (printing) the receptacle in which a compositor has his type, which is divided into compartments for the
different letters, spaces, or numbers; "for English, a compositor will ordinarily have two such cases, the upper case containing the capitals and the lower case
containing the small letters. The Case of: JonBenÃ©t Ramsey - Wikipedia The Case of: JonBenÃ©t Ramsey is a 2016 documentary miniseries about the murder of
JonBenÃ©t Ramsey in Boulder, Colorado on December 25, 1996. [1] [2] The miniseries aired on CBS on September 18, and 19, 2016. The Case of: JonBenÃ©t
Ramsey (TV Mini-Series 2016â€“ ) - IMDb I didn't really know who JonBenet Ramsey was before watching this, even though it seemingly was a pretty high profile
case back in the days. Anyway she was a child beauty pageant who got killed at the age of 6 and no one was ever found guilty of the crime.

The Case of the Frightened Lady | Buxton Opera House The Case of the Frightened Lady theatre package includes: Two Dress Circle tickets to an evening
performance of The Case of the Frightened Lady; A two course dinner (starter and main course) in the restaurant; An overnight stay in one the Old Hall's unique
bedrooms; A full English breakfast in next morning. In case - definition of in case by The Free Dictionary 1. An instance or occurrence of a particular kind or
category: a case of mistaken identity. See Synonyms at example. 2. An occurrence of a disease or disorder: a mild case of flu. 3. A set of circumstances or a state of
affairs; a situation: It may rain, in which case the hike will be canceled. 4. CASE | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary as the case might be also whatever
the case might be â€º one of the stated possibilities that is true : When the election is called in April , or June , as the case might be, we shall be ready for it.

Incase or In Case â€“ Whatâ€™s the Difference? - Writing Explained Many writers arenâ€™t sure whether to use in case or incase in phrases like just in case.
Should you use either of them at all? As it turns out, there are usually better options. Some writers also use the spellings incase and encase interchangeably, even
though only one of them is the correct. The Case Restaurant and Champagne Bar Leicester The Cityâ€™s original and finest Champagne venue. Wine, cocktails,
beer, coffee, simple fresh food and, of course, Champagne.
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